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A model is decidable if it has a decidable satisfaction predicate. To be more 
precise, let T be a decidable theory, let {0, I n < to} be an effective numeration of
all formula3 in L(T), and let 92 be a countable model of T. For any indexing 
E={a~ I i<to} of I~1, and any formula ~eL(T),  let '~z '  denote the result of 
substituting 'a{ for every free occurrence of 'x~' in q~, ~<o,. Then 92 is decidable 
just in case, for some indexing E of 192[, {n 192~0~ is a recursive set of integers. It 
is easy, to show that the decidability of a model does not depend on the choice of 
the effective numeration of the formulas in L(T); we omit details. By a simple 
'effectivizaton' of Henkin's proof of the completeness theorem [2] we have 
Fact 1. Every decidable theory has a decidable model. 
Assume next that T is a complete decidable theory and {On ln<to} is an 
effective numeration of all formulas of L(T). A type F of T is recursive just in 
case {nlO, ~ F} is a recursive set of integers. Again, it is easy to see that the 
recursiveness of F does not depend .on which effective numeration of L(T) is 
used. 
Fact 2. Every type realized in a decidable model is recursive. 
For let ~ be a decidable model of the complete theory T and E = {aiti < to} be 
the indexing of such that B=-{n 192~0~ is a recursive set, Let F be an 
arbitrary type of T realized in ~, and let (a~ . . . . .  a~.) realize F. Then 
{n I O. ~ F} = {n I n ~ B and the free variables of On 
are included in {xz . . . . .  x~}}, 
and so F is recursive. Conversely, 
lraet 3. Each recursive type of a complete decidable theory is realized in some 
decidable model of that theory. 
For if F is a recursive type of such a theory T, then r(/~) is a complete decidable 
extension of T in the language obtained by adding the new constants b to L(T). 
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By Fact ~, F(/~) has a decidable model, and so the L(T)-reduct of that model is a 
dec~tdable model of T realizing F. 
The next theorem is an easy consequence of the omitting types theorem (see [2]) 
Fact 4. Each recu~sive non-principal type of a complete decidable theory is 
omitl:ed frm':,, some decidable model of that theory. 
Actually, ~e will prove later that each Z ° set of recursive non-principal types of a 
complete decidab!e theory is omitted from some decidable model of that theory, 
and that is, in general, the 'best' one can do. However, Fact 3 cannot be similarly 
extended; we witl also show that there exists a complete decidable theory T and 
recursive types F~, F2 of T such that no decidable model of T realizes both F~ and 
r~. 
i)elinitioR. If F(x~ . . . . .  x , )  is an n-type of a complete theory T and 
O(u~ . . . . .  UM) is a formula [of some extension of L(T) by constants] whose free 
variables and constants not in L(T) are included in {u~ . . . . .  uu}, then 
O(uL . . . . .  u;~) is consistent with (ul . . . . .  u,)  realizing F just in case 
3x,  +1" " "3xM O(xl . . . . .  xM) e F(T), 
(whe:re O(x~ . . . . .  , xM) is obtained from O(u~ . . . . .  UM) by replacing any unbound 
occurrence 3f "ui" by "x~", i ~< M). 
Fact ~,, Let T be a complete theory, F(x l  . . . . .  x , )  an n-type of T, q)(X 1 . . . . .  XN) 
and 4~! xt . . . . . .  xMi~ formulas in L(T) whose free variables are among {x~ . . . .  , xN}, 
{xl . . . . .  XM} respectively. If q~(xl . . . . .  xN) is consistent with (xl . . . . .  x,} realizing 
F, then eitker i:~ A t~) or (q~ A 7 ~) is also consistent with (Xl . . . . .  x,,) realizing F. 
For under the assamption, 
{3x ,+1 • • • 3x~,~(X l , . . . ,  xN)}  U r (xx  . . . .  , x,,)  
is a consistent set of formulas, and thus so too is 
(,p(x~ . . . .  , x~)}u r(x~ . . . . .  x,). 
Therefore either 
(~(x,  . . . . .  x~,)} u {¢(x~ . . . . .  xM)} u r(x~ . . . .  , x . )  
or 
must be consistent also. The conclusion follows easily from this. 
We now introduce another useful 
Definition. Let qb be a set of recursive types of a complete decidable theory T, 
such that for each n < to, every n-type in • contains only formulas whose free 
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vaiiables are included in {Xo . . . . .  x,-r}. Let {0, [ n < tp} be an effective enumera- 
tion of all formulas in L(T), and let {/~, I n < to} be an effective listing of all partial 
recursive functions/x : Z --* 2 ~. Then a set of integers B i~ a witness et for ~ just 
in case: 
(i) For every n ~ B, /~, is total; 
(ii) VF~3n ~ BVm[O,~ ~ F iff /z~(m) = 0]; and 
(iii) Vn ~ BrtF e ~Vm[O,. ~ F iff tL.(m) = 0]. 
We will often times use the term "witness set" without specifying explicitly the 
requisite enumerations of L(T) and of the partial recursive functions; the justifica- 
tion for this imprecision is simply that we can pass effectively from a witness set B 
of ~ with respect o one set of enumerations to a witness set B'  of • with respect 
to another set of enumerations. The restriction on the variables is introduced to 
allow an effective determination of whether, for n~B,  {0 i l~ , ( i )=0)  is an 
m-type. For if n~B as above, then {0~lt~.(i)=0} is an m-type just in case 
/z,(/A j<m((xj = xj)))= 0 and tx,((x,, = xm)) = 1. We will say that a set B is tile 
witness set for a model of a theory T if it is a witness set for the set of types of T 
realized in that model. We have 
Fael 6. Every decidable model of a complete theory T has a v o witness set. 
For let 9.i be a decidable model of a complete theory T. Fix an effective 
enumeration {0n t n < ~} of the formulas of L(T) and {g, I n < to} of the partial 
recursive functions g : Z ~ 2. For this enumeration of L(T) let E = {aii i < to} be 
an indexing of I~1 for which 91 is decidable. Fix a total recursive onto function 
h : Z ~ Z <0'. It is easy to see tha ~ there is a total recursive function f :  Z × Z ~ Z 
such that for each n, m <to, f(m, n) is an index for the formula obtained by 
replacing each free occurrence of "x~" by "xj," in On, i<M,  where h (m)= 
( jo , . . . ,  jM}. Fix such an f and define 
e(m, n)=[ 01 if the free variables in 0n are included in E XO, . . . ,  Xlh(h(ra))_ 1 and 91 g 0tim ' , ) ,  
otherwise. 
By the various choices specified so far, q~ is certainly recursive, and so by the 
s-m-n theorem q~(m, n)=/Zg(m)(n) for some recursive function g :Z~ Z. The 
range of g is the required X ° witness set. 
An interesting and useful result of Harrington's is 
Theorem 1A. Let T be a complete decidable theory with a prime model. Then the 
prime model is decidable iff there is a total recursive function f: Z ~ Z, such that if 
In this paper, Z-=set of non-negative integers. 
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(q~} is t~,e g~del number of a consistent formula ~eL(T) ,  then f((q~)) is the g6del 
number of t]'~e characteristic function of a principal type containing q~. 
With a> eye towards introducing the form of the techniques used later, we prove 
an alternate fmmu~ation of this theorem, although the underlying insight for the 
proof is the same as in Harrington's. 
Theorem lB. Let T be a complete decidable theory with a prime model. Then the 
prime model is decidab'e iff the set of principal types of T has a £o witness et. 
Before giving the proof we justify the use of "alternate formulation". Assume 
that f is as in Theorem 1Ao Then because very principal type of T is generated 
by some complete formula, ~he range of f is a £10 witness set for the set of 
principal types of T. Conversely, assume A is a £10 witness set for the set of 
principal types of T. Because T has a prime model, every consistent formula of 
L(T) is contained in some principal type. So, since A is £ ° and the principal types 
of T are all recursive (because T is decidable), given a consistent formula we can 
uniforrr ~y effectively find a principal type of T containing that formula. This 
demonstrates that an f as in Theorem IA exists. 
Proof  ~,f T.hem:em lB. "only if" is a consequence of Fact 6. Assume then that 
the set of prmcipat ypes of T has a £o witness set A. We will give an effective 
proce&Lre for constructing a model 9~ which realizes only principal types of T and 
consequently 9j will be the prime model of T. The construction will be essentially 
a Henkin~-style ~rgument. In addition to the language of T, we specify a set oi new 
constantly; {c~[~<~}. In the usual way, equivalence classes of these c~'s will 
eventua:liy be tb,e universe of the model ~. The set of all sentences of the language 
of T togelher ~:~ith {c~ I i<co} we will assume is given effectively by {O, I n<to}. 
We build he  c~mplete diagram @ of the desired model from the empty set by 
choosing, for each s successively, one of Oa and -n~ to be ~b~ and lo add to the 
diagram as defined a~ the previous stage. The choice is always m~.de so as to 
pr~'serve consistency In addition, sentences are added to witness t) existential 
sentences as T, ecessary, in order to insure that the final diagram is the diagram of a 
model. We will assume that the reader is familiar enough with the technique of 
defining the appropriate model on the equivalence classes of c/s determined by q~ 
to warrant omitting those details (including the routine effectivization). 
Concurrently with the selection of the O's, we will define markers on various 
n-types of T, which will be intended ~o mean that the type defined by "Am" will 
be realized by (Co . . . . .  cm). The se~ of principal types of T will be written 
{AiIi, j<oJ}, where A I is the jth /-.type to occur in the master list A (we 
ambiguously identify types with indices for their characteristic functions). The 
construction will define ~nductively the set of sentences 4~ -= {tO, ] r < o~}, where the 
qJ's come from {~, [ n < aJ}, which is defined as above. Each A,, will be defined on 
an A~"+~; "~,,"  will denote what A m is defined on. Define X,~- A ~. 
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The construction 
We make the following requirements, with parameter /x. (S~)x, is consistent 
with (Co, . . . ,  c,) realizing "A , " .  
Marker A,~ will have priority m. If, at any ~tage t = 3s + r, requirement S~ fails 
for /x = t, we say X, is injured. 
Stage t= 3s: Let tp,=--(co = co). Let Am be the marker of highest priority (A,~ has 
higher priority than A, iff n > m) presently 'undefined. Search for the least ], such 
that Xt is consistent with (co . . . .  , c,,) realizing A~ +:. As in the argument before 
this proof, such a search is effective and succeeds. For the least such j, define A,, 
on A~ ÷1. Go on to the ~,ext stage. 
Stage t = 3s + 1: If t~3s_ 1~- 7~lX ~(X), then let t~,-- q~(c), where c is the c~ of least 
subscript not occurring in X,-x; if not, let ~t -= (Co = Co). Go on to the next stage. 
Stage t=3s+2:  Let ~,= ~, and ~O,  in turn. If all requirements hold for all 
defined markers with p. = t when ~t = ~,  then let that be the permanent choice of 
t~,. If not, but if all requirements hold for all defined markers with /.t = t when 
~b, = --1 ag~, let that be the permanent choice for g,,. If either choice injures some 
marker, find for each the injured marker of highest priority. Choose O, or -10~ to 
minimize the priority of the injured marker of highest priority, if both ~s and -1 O, 
qualify, arbitrarily choose 0~. Notice that not both choices can injure Ao (by an 
easy induction and Fact 5); in particular X, is consistent. Having chosen ~b,, check 
the requirements for /z  = t. Undefine any markers which are injured, and for any 
marker which is undefined, also undefine any marker of lower priority. Go on to 
the next stage. 
We claim that each marker settles down. Ao is neveI i:,jured by Fact 5. Assume 
inductively that after stage so no marker A,,, n < m, is ever undefined again. The 
type that A,,_I is defined on, "A~_~", is principal. Therefore there is a cor,~plete 
formula ~0(Xo . . . .  , x,~_~)~"A,,_:". Find a t, such that O,= ¢(co . . . . .  cm_~). Be- 
cause we have assumed that Am_: is not injured after stage So, by stage r= 
max(so, 3t+2) ,  it mu:~t be the case that TI-[x,*---~ ~¢*], where X,*, ~* are obtained 
from X, and ~o, respectively by a suitable substitution of "x~"'s for "c~"'s. So if X, 
is consistent with (co . . . . .  c,,) realizing "Am", then q~(Xo . . . . .  x, ,_~)~"A,,".  
Therefore if a X,' is consistent with (co . . . . .  c,,) realizing "A,,".  it is also 
consistent with (Co, . . . ,  cm_~) realizing "A,~_~", as long as r'~>r. The same 
argument applied to A~, i<  ra -1 ,  shows that A,. can be injured only finitely 
often. 
Because the markers settle down, the model 9.1 constructed from q~ in the usual 
fashion realizes only principal types of T and so is the prime model of T. The 
entire argument is uniform in T and A, therefore it is evident that a recursive 
function exists which gives an index for the satisfaction predicate of 21 from an 
index for T as a decidable theory and a X °- index for the witness set A (actually, 
an index for A would do, since an index for T can be obtained from any of the 
indices in A). In the theorems that follow that assert such uniform effectiveness, 
the justification is similar and will be omitted. 
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Theorem ~B suggests the question of whether a similar result holds for 
countable sat~rated models. In this section we provide an affirmative answer by 
way of Corollary 1. In fact, we will show that under suitable hypotheses a 
complete decidable theory always has a decidable, homogeneous model that 
realizes z.ll of the re, cursive types of that theory. We begin with 
Lemma 1. If ~ complete decidable theory T has a countable saturated model, then 
every consistent, L ° set o] formulas in a finite number of free variables is included in 
some rec~!rsive type of T. 
Proof. Let @ be a coosistent y0 set of for~aulas whose free variables are included 
in {x~ . . . . .  x~,}. Assume, in order to obtain a contradiction, that there is no 
formula ~t(xl . . . . .  x,) of L(T) such that q~ 13 {q~(x~ . . . .  , x,)} is contained in exactly 
one n-type of T. Then, because ~b is consistent, there are distinct n-types ~,  ~,  
such tha ~ ~ c E~,~ .  Let re(x~ . . . . .  x,) be a formula of L(T) such that ~o e E~ and 
7¢0~E: -  By the assumed property of @, there are distinct n-types E3, ~ of T 
such tha~ 
Jc~ [.j {q~f.l(,~7 . . . . .  Xn)}C E3) 24" 
Choose ~Pl so, that q~1~3 and 7qheE4.  Similarly we can find a q~2(x . . . . .  x,), 
such tha~ ~'3{7~%A~pz} and qbU{7~oA 7q~2} are individually consistent. By 
continuing this "spfitting" process, using the assumed property of ~, we see that T 
has 2 `o r~-types; but this is a contradiction, since T has a countable, saturated 
model. 
So let ,:~lxl,..., x, )~L(T)  and ~(xl . . . . .  x,) have the property that E is the 
only n-typ= of T containing @U{q~(x~ . . . . .  x,)}. We demonstrate that ~ is 
recursive, thus proAng the lemma. Let 6(x~, • • •, x,) be an arbitrary formula of 
L(T) whose {tee variables are included in {xD. . . ,  x,}. Because T is decidable and 
q~ is E(~. the set of for,,nulas 
A ~ {c~(xl . . . .  , x,)] cr ~ L(T), 
301 . . . . .  3g,  6 ~b[k(( A~ 0iAq~) --* a)], and n ~ a)} 
is ~). Since Y~ is the only n-type of T containing ~U{q~(xl . . . . . .  x,)}, either 
13 {¢(x ,  . . . . .  x,,)} 13 {6(x ,  . . . .  , x . )}  
or 
• u{~(x l  . . . . .  x . )}u{-~6(x l  . . . . .  x.)} 
must be inconsistent. Therefore either 6 or 76  is in A, and so we can decide 
effectively whether or not 6 ~ E, since ~ 13 {q~(x~ . . . . .  x~)} c E. 
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Lemma 2. Let "~(xl, x2, x3, x4), FI(~), and F2(~, z) be types of a complete theory 
such that: 
F1(-~1) t2 r~(~3) u r2(~1, x2) c X(~l, x2, ~3, ~4). 
Then X(~, x2, x3, x4) U F2(£~, xs) is consistent, where 
x5 ~ [{rg~, I i = 1, 3, 4} LI {x2}]. 
Proof. Immediate. 
Theorem 2. Let T be a complete decidable theory with a countable saturated 
moaet. Then the set of recursive types of T has a X ° witness set iff T has a 
decidable, homogeneous model realizing all of the recursive ~.pes of T. Moreover, 
an index for the satisfaction predicate of such a model can be obtained uniformly 
effectively from a ~o index for the witness et. 
Proof. "if" is a consequence of Fact 6. Assume then that the ,;et of all recursive 
types of T has a X~ witness set A. We will give an effective procedure for 
constructing a model 9~ which realizes all recursive types of T and which has the 
following property (homogeneity): for all al . . . .  ,a,,, bl . . . . .  b,,~t911, if 
(a~ . . . . .  a~) and (b~ . . . . .  b~) satisfy the same type of T, then for every a e 19~1 
~here is a b e 19.ll, such that (al, • • •, a,, a) and (bl . . . . .  b,, b) satisfy the same type 
of T. 
The construction will again be essentially a Henkin-style argument. In addition 
to the language of T, we specify a set of new constants {q ] i < to}. The set of all 
sentences of the language of T together with {c~li<to} we assume is given 
effectively by {O~ I i<  to}. We build the complete diagram q~ of the desired model 
from the empty set by choosing, for each s successively, one of Os and -n ~9~ to be 
t~ and to add to the diagram as defined at the previous stage. The choice is 
always made so as to preserve consistency. In addition, sentences are added to 
witness to existential sentences as necessary, in order to insure that the final 
diagram is the diagram of a model. As in theorem 1B, we omit the details of the 
actual definition of 9.1 once • is determined, assuming again that the technique is 
familiar enough to warrant he omission. 
Concurrently with the selection of the O's, we will define markers on n-tuples 
of q's and on c~'s, which will be intended to mean that: 
(i) the n-tuple (of q's) defined by I'q~ realizes the kth n-type appearing in the 
listing out of all recursive types of T; and 
(ii) the q defined by O, has the property of homogenizing the nth odd-tuple of 
q's appearing in a listing of all sUClr odd-tuples. 
That is to say, if ~, is a (2p+D-tuple of c~'s and we v4rite it (q , . . . ,%;  
%, . . . ,  %, %+,), then if (c~ . . . . . .  cj~) :tnd (cj . . . . .  , %) realize the same type, marker 
O, is defined on a c such that (%, . . . ,  %, c) and (q . . . . . .  cj,, Qo.~) realize the same 
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type. These two kinds of markers are defined alternately until every n-tuple is 
realized by the der~otation of a I"1~ and every (2m + 1)-tuple is homogenized by 
the denotati,~m of a O~. 
At any stage of enlarging the diagram, it may be the case that the choice of 
either ~ or --1 ~ wiU be it~consistent with an earlier definition of a I-1 i or O~. If so, 
one of O~ and -~ ~, will nonetheless be chosen (to insure that the final diagram is a 
maxima~i ~et of s~n~ences) and any VI~ ol O~ marker whose denotation then 
becomes ~ncon~;istent is said to be injured and is undefined, along with every 
defined ~aarker of lower priority. 
It is also nec::ssary to amalgamate consistently all information specified about 
the denotations of all defined markers at any stage. This is done by defining 
markers A~ on ~:he n-types of T where at each stage the n-type denoted is large 
enough ~:o corH~ain as mutually disjoint sub-types all the types realized by 
denotations ef ~j's which are currently defined, and the types of all (2m + 1)- 
tuples of cv's which are currently homogenized. The n-t~pe will also contain 
formulas relafi~ag variables from each of the sub-types to each other, and :must be 
chosen ~c. as t¢, be consis~:ent with the diagram as constructed at that stage. 
In ff~e actua~ construction, it is necessary at any stage to choose types for the q 
to realize with respect o only the first finitely many formulas we wish those types 
to con~in; this limitation is what makes the search for types effective. It will be 
shown that eventually each marker settles down, and when it does, that which it 
denote~ will satisfy the required condition in the model 9~. 
Notati~gns a~d definitions 
The set of ~-e cursive types of T will be written {A} 1 i, j < ~ }, where A} is the jth 
/-type t.o occ~a~ in the master list A. To put the A}'s in an order to be realized, 
define g: Z ÷ x Z ÷ ~ Z to be a recursive 1-1 onto function. 2 If g(i, j) = n, then A} 
is the n~:~', typ,c we will try to realize, and marker I'-l} will denote the tentative 
realizat~o~ for :t. In .this case, A} and I-7} may also be written Ag-,(~) and I[]g-,(,) 
respectively. 
All (2ra + 1)-tupte',~ of c~'s must be candidates for homogenization. To list them 
all effectively, first define f~:Z--~ Z <~, where the image of f~ is the set of all 
odd-tuples of non-negative integers of length >13, and f~ is 1-1 and recursive; 
f,(n) will be written for convenience as (il . . . . .  tv; j l , - . . ,  jp, lp÷l). The function f2 
is defined so that if f l(n) is as above, f2(n)= p. The (2m+ 1)-tuples of c~'s will 
derive their order ~rom the ordering of tuples of integers provided by fl : the kth 
tuple will be called ck and will be 
(c~ . . . . . .  % cj . . . . . .  % c~p~) iff f i (k ) - -  (il . . . . .  iv, Jl . . . . .  j~, j . . l ) .  
(If ~k=(cl . . . . . .  q,,; c i . . . . . .  ci~,ci~÷), then define g~=(c~ . . . . .  ,ci~} and ~= 
(cjl . . . . .  c/~, c/~.)). Function h is defined such that h: Z+×Z+-- ' ,Z  and 
2 The reader is reminded that Z ~ t~e set of non-negative integers, and Z ÷= Z-{0}. 
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h(m, n) = k iff f l  (k) is the nth occurrence of a (2m + 1)-tuple in the enumeration 
f~(0), #~(1), #~(2) . . . . .  
Function f3 :Z~Z is defined so that f3(n) counts the number of places 
required to define all currently defined markers D I and L~k for g(i, ] )~  n and 
k ~ n, where i places are required for the definition of Ct I, and 2/2(m)+2 places 
are required for the homogenization of ~,~. The definition of f3 recursively from ]'2 
and g is: 
f3(0) = i where g-~(0) = (i, j), 
f3(2n)=f3(2n-1)+i, where g-~(n)=(i,j), 
h(2n + 1) = (h(2n) + 2h(n)  + 2). 
If F(xl . . . . .  x,,) is an n-type of T, then 
FI( i ...... i,)l<~ii<n , l~j<.r, 
will denote the r-type 2 obtained according to: 
O*(x~ . . . . .  x,)e ~ it~ O(x~ . . . . . .  x~.) e F, 
where 0* is obtained from 0 by substituting "xj"  for every free occurrence of 
"x~f", l~j-<-r. Also, if F(x~ . . . .  ,x~) is an n-type of T, then F(x~,,... ,x~o) is the 
"same" n-type, but with the obvious change of free variables in its formulas. 
The construction will define indu:tively the set of sentences ~ = {@,~ I n < co}, 
where the ~b. come from {#. In  <co}, which is defined as above. Define X,. = 
/'A .<.~ 6.. Each O~ will be defined on a ck. Each ~j  will be defined on a ~.  Each 
A~ will he defined on an A~ ~°) " ~" • . I"1 i will denote what UI~ is defined on; likewise for 
"'Oi" and "Ai". 
The construction 
Our requirements have parameters v, t_t: (S,,)n = 2m, and 
(a) v"A"._ l  ="A . "  [~"F"  denotes the first v formulas in F], 
(b) ~Ag-~(.~)(x f3(2~_ 1)+ 1 ..... xr~(2.~_ 1)+r~o.)) c "A2,.", 
(c) "l-lg-,(,,o" realizing Ag-~(m) is consistent with X.. (C,,)n = (2m + 1), and 
(a) v"A._l", :  "~".,  
(b) /f 
v "h . "  I f3 (n -  1)+ 1 . . . . .  f3(n - I) + fz(m) ="A~"  I f3(n - 1) 
+f2(m)+2 . . . . .  f3(n-1)+2f2(m)+l, 
then -1 A,,.-. ,, -2 ,, ,, C,. t J .  and c.~ realizing Am if3(n-1)+f2(m)+2 . . . . .  f3(n) are both 
consistent with X~.. If the inclusion does not hold, then w~: just require that 
- i  A~/') ,,A-2 c,, ~,,  c,, realizing "A , "  I f3(n- 1)+ 1 , . . . ,  f3(n) be consistent with X~. 
Marker C] I will have priority 2g(h j); marker O~ will have priority 2i + 1. If, at 
any stage t=5s+r, requirement S,, fails for v=s ,  t s=t  with n=2m, we say 
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Dg-,(. o is irjured; if requirement C,, fail~,, with v = s,/~ = t and n = 2m + 1, we say 
that O.~ is @ured. 
The constrtvztion begins with q~ ---- empty set and all markers undefined It will 
proceed so that, at stage s: 
(i) if z~,~ is undefined, then all ~.,, m ;--" n are undefined; 
(ii) if !--qg-'(~i (respectively O,,) is undefined, then all I-lg-~(. o (respectively O,.) 
m > n are undefined. 
-~ where g(i, j) = 0, arid define Stage 0,: Let G =- ': c~ = co). Define Vlg-,:o ) on ch~. o), 
A o on A~ ~°). 
In general, for ~>0: 
Stage t= 5s: Let q*, = tco = co). Check the requirements for /x = t and v = s. If 
any marker is injured, undefine it and every marker of lower priority. For every 
Ilg-,(,) undefined, 'andefine aa,  ; for every O, undefined, undefine A2,+ ~. Go on to 
the next stage. 
Stage ¢= 5s+ J: Let ~b, =-~(Co = Co). If the priority of the undefined marker with 
highest p~iority is odd, go on to the next stage. Otherwise, let I I  i be the undefined 
marker with highest priori~:y,, Let k be the smallest integer such that no element of 
~0.~) occurs in ;r., or in "f-l~" or "O . "  for any such marker defined. Assume 
inductive'y that &~, is undefined if[ m >I 2g(i, ]). Search for the least k" such that 
Aj(xf3t2g(i, ~)-1).. 1.... xf3(Zg(i, j)-l)+i) U ~'A2g(i, j)-l" ~ Ark 3'(2g(i' j))" 
Such a search succeeds and can be done effectively: the left-hand side of the 
inclvsion consists of 2s consistent formulas in f3(2g(i, j)) variables and therefore, 
by l,emma 1, can be ex~ended to a recursive f3(2g(i,j))-type ~)f T (actually, T 
being deddabie !s a sufficient reason); the set of recursive types can be listed 
effe~:tively, and, f~r each one listed, its recursiveness allows us to decide whether 
or not the ~:ontaJr~ment holds, since only a finite number of formulas are involved. 
For the le.as~ such k', define A2g<i.i) on A~ 3(2g(i'i)) Define Ill on -1 , • ca(~.k). Go on to the 
next stage, 
Stage t = 5s + 2: Let ~r~ =- (cc, = co). Now the undefined marker of highest priority 
is an O~; call it 0,~./,.ssvme inductively that A,. is undefined ill m ~>2n + 1. Define 
O. on the c~ with least subscript such that c~ does not occur in X,, or in "it}" or 
"On" for any ~efincd marker. Search for the least k such that: 
(a) ~"A2~"c A~¢ :'-~÷1), and 
(b) either 
~A~3<2"÷l) [ f3(2n)+ 1 . . . . .  f3(2n)+ f2(n)c 
c A~3<2"+l)[f3(2n)+fz(n)+2,... ' f3(2n)+2f2(n)+ 1.
and ~ A "On" and ~ realiz ag 
A~ta"÷" [fd2n)+ fz(n)+ 2 . . . . .  f3(2n)+ 2fdn)+ 2 
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are both consistent with X,; or 
s~"+l )  I f3(2n) + ! . . . .  , f3(2n) + f2(n) ¢: A{'(2"+1) I f3(2n) 
+ f2(n) + 2 . . . . .  f3(2n) + 2f2(n) + 1 
and c,-1/,. "Or," A C,-2 realizing 
A~(2"÷~) J f3(2n)+ 1 . . . . .  f3(2n)+ 2fz(n)+ 2 
is consistent with X,. Such a search succeeds for the same reasons as in stage 
5s+l ,  together with Lemma 2. Define Az,+I on ~,~(2,+,. Go on to the next 
stage. 
Stage t = 5s + 3: If toss-1 ~3x  q~(x), then let to, -= ~o(c,), where c, is the q of least 
subscript not occurring in X,-, or in "l-li" or "O~" for any defined marker; 
otherwise let tos~-, ~ (Co = Co). Go oil to the next stai~e. 
Stage t=5s+4:  Let to,=-- O~ and --qO~ in turn. If all requirements hold for all 
defined markers with v = s and IX = t when tot = 0~, then let that be the permanent 
choice for to,. If not, but if all requirements hold for ail defined markers with v = s 
and tx = t when tot-  = -~O~, let that be the permanent choice for to,. If either choice 
injures some marker, find for each the injured marker of highest priority. Choose 
O~ or -nO~ to minimize the priority of the injured marker of highest priority, if 
both Oz and --10~ qualify, arbitrarily choose ag~. Notice that aot both O~ and --1 O, 
can i.njure I-qg,o_, (by Fact 5); in particular this implies that to, is consi.~;tent with X,. 
Having chosen t0,, check the requirements for v = s and Ix = t. Underfine any 
markers which are injured, and for any marker which is undefined, also undefine 
any marker of lower priority. For any I-Ig_~(,) (respectively O,)  which is undefined, 
undefine Az, (respectively A2,+~). Go on to the next stage. 
We claim that each marker settles down. Ag~o,-, is a recursive i-type of T; as we 
search for a Ao at successive stages we must eventually choose either Ag,o, ~ or 
some Ao, A~-Ag,o~-,, since all the requirements are cumulative. That is, if for 
some s, i and k, ~A~,¢ Ag,o,-,, then A o is never defined on A~, for any stage t, 
t > 5s. Once Ao marks Ag~o,-, it and I--Ig,o~-~ are never moved again (by Fact 5). Let t 
-1 that is defined on by that stage. Now, be such a stage and let ~ be the c,~.(o.~,) Elg,o,-, 
because of stages 5s+3 and 5s+4,  s<~o, Pl is automatically some decidable 
model of T. Therefore let X be the type of T realized by g^3c in 91 (we will ignore 
that actually elements of ~I are equivalence classes); because ~l is decidable, X is a 
-2  recursive type. Likewise, let F~ and F2 be the recursive types realized by ~7~) and co 
respectively. If F~ c F2, then by Lemmas 1 and 2 there is a recursive type 5;*, such 
that: 
(X(e" Co) u r~(e~ ^ x)) ~: X*(~ ^  eo ^  x). 
After stage t, the first time A~ ~s defined on A~= X* is the last time ,*,1 or Oo is 
ever redefined. For let t '>  t be such a stage. Xr is certainly cons;.stent with 
X*(e ^  ~o^X), since it is consistent with X(g ^  Co), and Ao c X* because Ao C)2; 
therefore, because no marker of higher priority is injured after stage t, marker Oo 
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is never i~ jured after stage t'. After stage t if a~ is never defined on a A; = I~*, 
then by a previous argument it must be that A~ "comes to rest" on some other 
marker. Finally, if F~ ¢ F2, we just repeat he last argument starting with "After 
stage t . . .  ", ~ubstituting "~"  for "I~*". 
These arguments are now just repeated inductively for markers of lower 
priori!:y. The rec~Jrsive types of T are each realized by the n-tuples on which their 
respective markers have settled down and likewise, the denotations of the O~ 
homogenize all of the 2m + 1-tuples. Therefore 91 is the desired model. 
Suppose T :a a complete decidable theory with a prime model. By Fact 1 T has 
a decidaNe model 91, and by Fact 6 91 has a No witness set A. Define C = 
{n I n ~ A and the ~type epresented by n is principal}. It is easy to see that C is a 
Z ° w:~tness et for the p:ime model of T. Therefore the existence of a complete 
decid:~ble theory with a prime model that is not decidable implies that Theorem 
1B can not be improved by substituting ,,~:o,,,,2 for ,,~o,,. However, theorem 2 can 
be improved in tl~is manner by the following 
Lern~a 3. Let T be a complete decidable theory, A some collection of recursive 
types of T contai,~deg very principal type, and B the remaining recursive types of T. 
If  bot;~ A and B have ~ witness ets, then in fact A has a ~o witness et and an 
index for it can be found uniformly effectively from an ind~'x for T and Y~°-indices 
for the' ~Z~ witness ~ets for A and B. 
lhr_oof. We prove the lemma for 1-types of T, the proof for the other types is the 
same. Let P,'~;:, y, n) be a recursive predicate such that (a type with index n) e A 
iff 3x ~y R(x, ~, n). 
Let &:(c, y, v,.) be similarly chosen with respect to B. Let {~1i<, ,}  be an 
effective ~.nameration f all formulas of L(T) whose free variables are included in 
{x}. We witl deflate ~ total recursive function f :ZxZ- -~2 with the intention that 
fc, r each n.~,~a, {~;,~,"~) I m < ~o} is a 1-type of T. Then, from the s-m-n theorem, 
f(m, n)= t~a(,o(m) for some total recursive function h, where {tx~ Ii<~o} is an 
effective numeration of all partial recursive functions/~ : Z --~ 2. The definition of 
f will be arranged so tha~ the range of h is the desired ~o witness set for e .  
The values of f(m, n) will be defined by induction on m, uniformly in n. At each 
step of the induction we also define an auxiliary set of formulas C~, such that 
(J,<,o C2 are just those formulas that f, for a fixed n, "says yes to". The C~'s will 
be used to avoid types on B. Define X~'-=~0, ~<,C~?. Finally, if n= 
2PG~'~5~..., then let (n)~ = p~, and (n)2 = P2. 
Fix n < ~o. The steps of the induction are: 
Step t = 2p, p ~> 0: Begin the calculation of/~(~),(p) and also the enumeration of
the set 
D, ~ (y [-1R((n)2, y, (nh)}. 
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Define 
I 
/l(,)~(p) (i) tz(,)l(p) converges before an 
element is listed in Dn and also 
f(p, n)= 0 T F::lx[xT(x)A~("h(P)(x)], 
(ii) not (i), and TF3x[x~'(x)^ q~e(x)], 
1 (iii) if not (i) and not (ii). 
After f(p, n) is determined, let C~'-{~Je(p, n)(x)}. 
Step t=2p+l ,  p~>0: No value of f is calculated at this stage, only C~ is 
determined, Begin the calculations of {/x(n)~(r) [ r < o2} and {/x(p)l(s) I s < o9} as well 
as the enumeration of D,  and of 
Ep---{y [-nS((p)2, y, (P)l)}. 
Search for the least r, such that either 
(1) (i) both/z(,ol(r) and tx(p)l(r) converge before an element is listed in either 
D,  or Ee; and 
(ii) tz~,(r) ~ tx(p~, and 
(iii) 
or 
(2) (i) an element is enumerated in D before the search in (1) is successfully 
concluded; and 
(ii) ~(p>~(r) converges before an element is listed in Ep; a~d 
(iii) 
TF::Ix[x~'^ --q ~ ~% (') ] 
Of" 
(3) (i) r=0 and an element is listed in E before either (1) or (2) can be 
successfully concluded. 
If (1) or (2) terminate successfully, then for that r, let C;'-{-n~p,",o,~'~}. Other- 
wise let C~-= {x = x}. 
We claim that f is a total recursive function. We wil~ show that for each n, p, 
j < co, the calculations of f(n, p) and C;' are effective and terminate. Fix n < o2, the 
proof is by an induction on p and j. 
We will also show by the induction that for all t < o2, X~ is consistent, and that if 
D,  is empty, then X~ is consistent with the type determined by tx(,>~, for all t < co. 
So ass~ame all is well up to step t = 2p. From the definition of f(p, n) and the 
induction hypotheses, the only circumstances that could induce the calculation to 
not terminate are that Dn is empty and it(,), is not total. If D~ is empty then 
VyR((n)2, y, (n)l, 
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i.e. 3 :,cVyt:(x, y, (n)l); therefore, by the choice of R, (n) l  must be the index for a 
type in A and s;o in particular /,t(,), must be total. The procedure is effective 
because T is decidable and R is recursive. Similarly for C;'. By the procedure and 
the inductive ':~ypotheses, X2+1 is consistent. Suppose now that D,  is empty. Then 
by the inductive hypotheses, X2 is consistent with the type determined by/&,)l and 
therefore C7 is {,0~c,,, (p)}, by (i) in the definition of f. So we conclude that X,+] is 
also consistent with the type determined by t&,),, if D, is empty. 
Now consM~,r the procedure in step t = 2p + 1. Since we can apply the first part 
of the last arg:ment t) /~(e),, S as well, we see from the inductive hypotheses that 
the only way t~ae prescribed search cannot terminate is that either 
(I) D, and E v are both empty and for all r<  o), 
[~(~(r) =/~(p),(r)] or Tl-[XT(X ) --, q~,"%(~)(x)]; 
or 
(II) E is empty and for all r < ¢o, 
T~[x ;(x) --~ ~.,.,")(x)]. 
Consi, ter (II) first. For some s, let us say so, X~ = q~o. From 
T F[,y?O:) -.~ q~0~,,, , (~,,)(r ~l,_,j 
and the inductive hypothesis that X~' is consistent, we have/&v),(So) = 0. Therefore 
X~ beiongs to the type of T determined by tz(p),, and so that type is principal 
(generated oy XT). But because E is empty (pl) is the index of a type belonging to 
B, contradictiag the initial assumptions concerning A and B. 
Nex: con:drier (I). If D, and E o are both empty, then as noted above, (n)l, (p)] 
are indices tG:r types in A, B respectively. Therefore, 3r[tz(,)~(r)#/z(p)~(r)]; let us 
say ro ~i~ ~uch an r. So if (I) is to hold, then 
Tt'[X;~(x) ~ q)~'°',(~°)(x)] i.e.
T~-[x?(x.,-~ ~,p~:,,,("o~(x)], 
and in particular X~' does not belong to the type determined by/z(,),. But since D, 
~s assumed e,,mpty, we have, by the inductive hypotheses, that X, must be in the 
type deternfined by t~(,),, contradiction. The search is effective because T is 
decidable and R, S are recursive. By the instructions X~+~ is consistent, and if D, 
is empty, then since in that case C~' must be determined by either (1) or (3), we 
:~ee that X;'+~ is consistent with the type determined by t%m. 
We claim that the range of h(n), specified earlier, is a witness set for A. Fir-~t, 
suppose that m is an index determined by R for some type iin A. Let Xo be chosen 
so that Vy R(xo, y, m). Let n = 2"3 =o. Since D, is empty X; is consistent with the 
type determined by ~(;,),, for every t < o). By the construction X? is automatically 
consistent with the type determined by ~h(,). Therefore, Vr[/~(,),(r) = I.th(n)(r)] and 
so the range of h includes an index for the type that was chosen arbitrarily ~rom 
A. 
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Suppose now that for some n < oJ, h(n) is the index for some type in B, we 
fashion a contradiction. Let q be an index for that type, determined by S. Let Xo 
be such that VyS(xo, y, q). Let p = 243 ~o. Consider the step that determines C',', 
where t = 2p + 1. Since Ep is empty we see that (1) or (2) determines C',', and so. 
for some r<o~, C~={--a~o,~,~°}. ~y our supposition, tx~p)~(r)= txh(,)(r)=f(r, n). 
HoweveL by the construction, C~={¢t~""~}, and therefore either X, or X, is 
inconsistent-contradict ion. This shows that the range of h does not include any 
index for any type in B. 
Finally, by matters already demonstrated, h(n) is the index of some type of T, 
for every n < co. Therefore the range of h is the desired ~o witness set for A. 
Theorem 3. 3 Let T be a complete decidable theory with a countable saturated 
model. Then T has a decidable, homogeneous model realizing all of' the recursive 
types of T iff the set of recursive types of T has a witness et ~ I~ °. Moreover, an 
index for the satisfaction predicate of such a model can be obtained uniformly 
effectir~ely from a E°-index for the witness et and an index for T as a decidable 
theory. 
Proof. If the witness set for the set of recursive types of T is ~o, then because the 
empty set is certainly also ~9 °, the result is immediate from the lemma and 
Theorem 2. 
Corollary 1. Let T be a complete decidable theory with all of its types recursive. 
Then the saturated model of T is decidable iff it has a witness et ~ ~.  Moreover, 
an index for the satisfaction predicate of the saturated model can be obtained 
uniformly effectively from an index of T as a decidable theory and a E°-index ]br 
the witness et of the saturated model. 
Proof. Immediate. 
Now, let T be a complete decidable theory, {0, I n < co} an effective enumera- 
tion o; ' all formulas in L(T) and {/z~ In<o J} an effective listing of all partial 
recursive functions t~:Z ~ 2. Define the set 
C =-{n I/~, is total and ::lr Vs[(t~,(s)= 0)~ (0s's 
free variables are included in {xo,. • •, x,})] 
and Vr[TF(3£ h\ ~<,{0i [ ix,(i) = 0})]} i.e., C is a witness set for the set of reeursive 
types of T. Because T is decidable and {n [/~, total} is II °, C is A °. This raises the 
p~ssibility that Theorems 2 and 3 are vacuous, that is, it may be that every 
complete decidable theory with a countable saturated model has a decidable, 
homogeneous model realizing all the recursive types of that theory. If T has no 
recursive non-principal types, the conclusion is warranted; for in that case the 
3 A sligkt variation of Theorem 3 was first announced in [6]. Corollary 1 is also an immediate 
consequence of that version. A result similar to Corollary 1 appears in [7]. 
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decidable mendel of T (Fact 1) must be the prime model, and so is homogeneous 
by a well known re,~.lt. However, Theorem 3 is in general the best possible result, 
by the following 
Theorem 4. There is a complete decidable theory with all types recursive, such that 
the coumable saturated model o[ the theory is not decidable. 
Proof. We con~;truct such a theory by "diagonalizing" over all possible indices of 
satisfaction predicates for decidable models that might be saturated. More 
specifically, we :~nsure ',hat if f is a recursive characteristic function of a satisfac- 
tion predicate ~:,r a model oi our theory T, then f forces some non-principal type 
of T to be omi,:ted fron~ the model. 
Notations and defini~!ons 
Sufficient comple~:ity will be provided by constructing the theory in a language 
with an infinite number of distinct unary predicates {P,; n < to}. For a set of 
distinct constaL~ts {c~;i<to} let {q~li<~o} be an effective enumeration of all 
formulas in L(T)U{c~; i< o~}. Define G : 2 <0' --->w by: 
• rlhq)-I ] 
Finally, let {;6~ I n <to} be an effective enumeration of all partial recursive 
functions X : 21 x Z -,~ 2. The "diagonalization" will involve the Xk'S a~d will be 
accomplished b',~ specifying, for each n < ~o, certain finite boolean combiaations of
the P~(x),'s as, ,=,resistent or inconsistent. 
Constru.~ on 
The amoms fc,~ the theoly T fall into two groups. The first group of axioms is: 
(i) 
V:~-7~c~(l)(x) : f~Bc2 <~. 
We will now specify the recursive set B. First, all re2  <~', f(0)= ]':, are in B. Next, 
every fe  2 <°' of length m with f(i) = 0, 0<~ i <~ m - 3 is in the complement of B,/~. 
Now define 
A ,={f l /e2  <~ and [t~i(l(i) = l )=n+l ]} .  
We will specify An ^ B  and A, ^ B by induction on the length of the el~:,ments of
A,. To aid in this, certain element(s) of A, ^/~ will be marked. The first such 
element is the member of A, of smallest length (which has already been 
designated to be in/~). AssL, me inductively that membership n B and/~ has been 
determined for all f e A, of length < r (where r >~ n + 2). Also assume inductively 
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that 
(a) there is at most one marked element of any given length; 
(b) no marked element has length r -1 ;  and 
(c) the longest marked element h of length less than r has exactly two 
extensions ha, h2 in /~AA. of length r -1  and ha (lh h)~ h2(lh h). Let m be the 
number ol marked elements in t~ A A,, of length less than r. 
Fix F~ A. of length r. Consider the alternatives 
(i) F l r - l i s inB ;  
(ii) not (i) and [ ( r - I )=  0; 
(iii) not (i)-(ii) and F does not extend h; 
(iv) not (i)-(iii) and xn(G(hA(O)), m - 1) does not converge within r steps of its 
calculation; and 
(v) not (i) - (iv) and F(lh(h)) = x. (G(k A (0)), m -- 1). 
Then if (i), (iii), (iv), or (v), FEB, otherwise FE/~. If x,(G(h^(O)), m-l )  
converges in r steps, then in addition we mark the one (by the induction 
hypothesis) F c~ length r -  1 such that F extends |~ and F(lh(k))= 1 -  x,(G(h A (0)), 
m-1) ;  other~3e no new element is marked. It is easy to see that the inductive 
hypotheses are preserved. This completes the description of the decision proce- 
dure for B. 
Let T' denote the theory whose axioms are those in I. By the construction of B, 
it is easy to see that T' is consistent. Of course T' is also universal and 
axiomatizable. We will now complete T' in a non-trivial way, such that the 
resulting theory admits elimination of quantifiers. The remaining axioms will be 
specified keeping in mind that an equivalent condition to the last is that for all 91, 
~T  and • c 91, ~, every existential sentence, in the language of T augmented by 
distinct new constants {e [ c ~ q~}, that is true in 91 is also true in ~. 
For any finite model ~T ' ,  let A~ denote a first order quantifier free formula 
~(xa . . . . .  x,) such that q~(e~ . . . .  ,on) is equivalent o the conjunction of the 
sentences in the diagram of • when the predicate symbols of those sentences are 
retricted to equality and Pk's, k ~< 1. Now the remaining axioms for T are: 
(II) 
For every 91c~,  finite models of T', and '¢~ <~o: 
- - i - . _ _> i - .  Vx3y[a~,(x) a~(x, f)]. 
It is easy to see that T is axiomatizable. It is also not difficult to show that given 
finite models 91~,  91'c~' of T', a model ~ of T', ~,  ~ 'c~,  exists such that 
- - i - ~ i - %PVx3y[Aa(x) A~(x; ~)], 
and similarly for 91', ~'  in %. Therefore T is consistent. 
Now let 91, ~ be any models of T, %c91: ~, and 3~¢(6; ,2) he an existential 
sentence from the language of the diagram of % such that 91P]~p(~: ~), where 
9(£; y) is a boolean combination of atomic formulas from L(T). By the assump- 
tions, there is a tuple of elements ci from t91t, suei~ that 91~¢(~'; ~). Let %', 91' be 
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the s~rbstructures of 9.[ whose elements are those found in L ~ and ~ respectively. 
Also, ~'epreseo.t by i the largest subscript of any Pk occurring in ~p(~; Y), where i is 
taken to be zero if there are no such occurrence'~. Evidently, I-[A~,(~; 
Y) ~ q2(2; 30]. A/so, because ~T '  and T' is universal, ~', 9~'VT'. Thus an axiom of 
T is V223~[A~,(2)~--A~,(~; 9)]-Therefore 
T~V:~3~[~,~,(:~) ~ ~(~; 9)]. 
Becau!;e ~A~¢ '.~;) and ~T,  it foU.lows that ~¢3,~p(~'; 9, ~. The condition having 
been verified, we conclude that T admits elimination of quantifiers. This implies 
that T is complete, which in turn, because T is axiomatizable, implies that T is also 
decidable. 
We no~ show that every type of T is recursive. First the 1-types. Because ~[ is 
decidable, aH principal 1-types of T are automatically recursive. So assume that/" 
is a no.n-principal 1-type. Since T allows elimination of quantifiers, every formula 
of L(T) in one free variable is equivalent o a disjunction of conjunctions of 
P~(x)'s. Therefore F is determined uniquely (and effectively, since T is decidable) 
by the total Junction f6 2 ~ such that: 
e , (x~r  iff f(i)=o. 
So it is su~qc,ient to prove that f is recursive. Let n + 1 = izi[f(i) = 1]. If f ]~ is a 
mark,'d member of A:, for only a finite number of distinct i's, then by (ii) and (iii) 
of the construction and the corresponding axioms in I, f must represent a 
princi,pal type (,In fact, in that case f(i)= 0 for all but a finite number of i<  ¢o). 
Ther,~,qore f~ is a marked member of A, for infinitely many i<o). By the 
construction, it also foi'lows that every marked element of A, is f[~ for some 
i< to. if {ti~ I i < o} is an enumeration of the marked elements of A, by length, 
then since by the construction the length of the h~'s trictly increases, we have 
f(i) = }~(i) [o~ ~ all i<  o~. Because the marked elements of A, A/~ are determined 
effective ~y, the set {h~[i < o} is recursive; therefore f is recursive. 
Let S¢',x0 . . . . .  x~__0 be an arbitrary n-type. By the elimination of quantifiers we 
see tha~ ~ is uriquely determined by: 
(1) the 1-type ~ determined by ~ on each of its coordinates; and 
(2) the ma~maUy consistent subset of {(x i = x~y; i < 2, fi k ~< n-  1} contained 
in S. 
But since the latter is a finite set and all of the/-types are recursive, we see that 
is recursive. 
Because all of the types of T are recursive, T has a countable saturated models 
We claim that it is not decidable; assume that it is decidable in order to obtain a 
contradiction. [,et {c~] i<  ~o} be a set of names for the elements of the countable 
saturated model %. Let X be the satisfaction predicate for • with respect to 
{q~,[i<~o}; i.e. X total recursive, and for all sentences q~, x ( j )=0 iff ~¢'~i, 
X : N --~ 2. It is trivial to obtain from X a total recursive X': Z × Z ~ 2 such that 
x ' ( j ,k )=0 iff ~p~(x)  ~,  
x 
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for all j < oJ such that q~j has no occurrence~ of any "e~"'s and the free variables of 
~j are included in {x}. Let n be an index for X' from {X~ I i < to}. 
Since X, is total, it follows from the construction that A, contains an infinite 
number of marked elements; and therefor,~', since every such element has at least 
two extensions (again by the construction), A,  contains a "branch" representing a 
non-principal-type F with respect o the P/s. Let f be a recursive function Z -~ 2 
such that 
P~(x)~F iff f ( i )=0.  
Let c,, be the q of least index realizing F in ~. Let s be the length of the (m + 1)st 
marked element h of A,. By the choice of X, to represent X', either f (s )= 
x,(G(h^(O)), m), or f does not extend h. By the construction, the (m+2)nci 
marked element h' satisfies 
h'(s) = [ I  - x.( G(h ^  (h)), m), ] .  
Therefore f does not extend both h and h', and so by (ii) and 0ii) of the 
construction F must be principal, contradiction. The theorem follows. 
The construction i Theorem 4 can be modified so that any combination from 
{prime model, saturated model} is decidable. This eliminates the possibility that 
the decidabilities of the prime model and the saturated (countable) model are 
somehow necessarily connected (when both exist). We omit the details. 
Definition. Using the notation at the beginning of the last chapt,:r, if C c o~, then 
a model 91 of a theory T is decidable:in deg C just fla case there i, an indexing E of 
19~! such that 
{n ]9~O~<~TC[(<~a.)---- Turing reducible to]. 
Theorem 5A. If a complete decidable theory has a prime model, then the prime 
model is decidable in 6'. 
Proot. Let {0, i n < to} and {/~,, I m < w} be the usual enumerations. Let ~l be a 
decidable model of T (Fact 1), and let A be a ~'  witness set for ~,)~ (Fact 6). 
Define 
B-={n I n~A and 3rVs[(u.(r)=/x.(s)=O) 
i.e., B is the set of indices in A that represent principal types of T. Thus, because 
T is decidable and A is ~o, B is ~o witness set for the prime model of T. An 
e:~amination of the proof of Theorem IB reveals that if a complete decidable 
theory has a ~ witness et for its prime ~ ,odel, then the prime model is decidable 
in U. The result is now immediate. 
Theorem 5B. If a complete decidable theory has only recursive types, then the 
saturated (countable) model of the theory is decidable in 0'. 
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ProoL A~ exar,fination of the proof of Theorems 2 and 3 reveals that if a 
complete decidable theory has a Y.z ° witness set for its saturated model, then the 
saturated model ~s recursively presentable in U. Since the set C defined just prior 
to ~tiaeorem 4 is A~, the result is immediate~ 
The situatiov, is more complicated if no restrictions are placed on the recursive 
complexity of the types of the theory in question. Of course, this only effects the 
saturated model, since the principal types of a complete decidable theory are all 
recursive. The follewing lemma provides the necessary resolution for the satu- 
rated model 
Lemma (K eeae-Kreisel). Let C(X) be a X~ set predicate (X  c Z) whose set o t 
solutions ha.s cardinality less than the continuum. Then there exists a hyperarithme. 
tic ~et H such that 
VX[C(X) --> (X-<-T H)], 
Then, rein 6A. If a complete decidable theory has a countable saturated model, ;her 
the ~aturated model is decidable in some hyperarithmetic degree. 
Propel Let T be the theory in question and {0, I n < to} an effective rmmeration 
ot the formulas in L(T). Define the predicate 
C(X) ~ [Vu V V Vw [(((u, v) ~ X) and ((u, w) ~ X)) ~ (v = w)], 
and Vu Vv[((u, v) e X) ~ ((u = 0) or (v = 1))], 
arid Vu3v[(u, v)~ X], 
and3uVvVi [ i f i>-uand(v ,  0)~X, then 
flaere is no free occurrence of 
"x"  in 0o], 
and Vu[TFB:~/~ {0~ I(i, 0)~ X}]}. 
i<U 
The solutions of C are just the characteristic functions for the types of T. Because 
~[ is decidable, C is A~. Therefore, by the lemma, there exists a hyperarithmetic 
set H such that 
vx[c(x) --, x <. T HI. 
By relativizing the notion of witness set (to include non-recursive types) and b 
then re-examining the proof of Theorems 2 and 3, it is routine to check that the 
countable s~turated model of T is decidable in deg H'. 
A uniformity for the theorem is a consequence of the following uniformization 
of the ~emma. 
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Lemma'. There is a recursive function h such that if c is an index ]or a Y,~ predicate 
C(X) having only hyperarithmetic solutions, then h(c),a ~ and 
VX[ C(X) --~ (X <-T H(h(c)))]. 
Theorem 6B. There are recursive functions fl, f2 such that if c is an index of a 
complete decidable theory with a countable saturated model, then fl(c) e (~ and f2(c) 
is an ~ndex for the satisfaction predicate of the saturated model recursive in H(fl(c)). 
Proof. The result is a consequence of Theorem 6, Lemma'. and the uniformity in 
Theorem 2 (relativized to include non-recursive types). 
Kreisel observed [1962] that there exists a primitive recursive P(n, m) such 
that, for each n < to, Vm P(n, t~(m)) has a unique soh~tion a,  which has the same 
recursive degree as H(n). In the usual way, P(n, ~(m)) determines a recursive 
tree c to<o, whose sole infinite branch is an, n < to. With an appropriate coding, 
such a tree can be translated into a recursive tree c 2 "-'~o with a countable number 
of branches one of whose recursive complexity is that of the corresponding a,. 
Using this last tree it is straight forward tl) construct a complete decidable theory 
with a countable saturated model such that there is a type of the theory whose 
recursive degree is that of a,, Consequently, for every hyperarithmetic degree, 
there is a complete decidable theory with a countable saturated model which is 
not decidable in that degree. This completes the resolution for the decidability of 
countable saturated models. 
Looked at in a particular way, the difficulty behind effectively constructing the 
prime model of a complete decidable theory (if i~: has a prime model) is that 
(i) one cannot effectively "recogmze" the recursive types omitted from the 
prime model (non-principal types). On the other hand, the difficulties with 
effectively constructing an homogeneous model realizing all the recursive types of 
a complete decidable theory (if it has a countable saturated model) are that 
(ii) all the recursive types must be realized; and 
(iii) the resulting model must be homogeneous. 
(ii) is certainly not a problem in the construction of the prime model, and (iii) is 
also not a problem because realizing only principal types guarantees that the 
model is homogeneous. Likewise (i) is not a problem in the second construction, 
since all recursive types are to be realized. However, all three problems arise if 
we attempt to construct an arbitrary homogeneous model realizing only recursive 
types. 
In other words, if T has a countable homogeneous model ~, realizing only 
recursive types, then in an attempt to construct such a model effectively, we must 
insure that: 
(i) only the types realized in 9~ are realized; 
(ii) all of the types realized in ~ are realized; and 
(iii) the resulting model is homogeneous (by well-known results, if these ~outd 
be accomplished, then the resulting model would in fact be isomorphic to 9.l). The 
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obviou~ approach i~ some marriage of the techniques in Theorems 1B and 2; 
unfortur~ateb, the prime model construction depends on the fact that principal 
types ha~ e fir~ite generators, and so, in general, the technique can not be "lifted". 
ttowever,  iif we look again at what information is available from a decidable 
mgdel, then we c~n motivate the formulation of an alternate condition. For a 
complete theory T let S,(T) be the set of all n-types of T. 
Definition. Let B be a ~itness et for some set of recursive types of a complete 
decidable theo:) T (if r,-5 B, then write "1 ; "  to denote the type represented by r). 
TJ:~en f~ is said to have tiae effective amalgamation property if there exists a partial 
recursive func~;on / :Z  x Z ~ Z, such that: 
(i) Vr, s ~ B(f(r, s) E B); 
(ii) Vr, s E BF,(Xl . . . . .  x,.) U F~(xm+l . . . . .  x.~+.) c Fr(,.~)(x 1. . . . .  x . . . .  ), 
where F.  F~, aJ~d Ff(,,.~) are m, n and (m-I n)-types, respectively; and 
(iii) Vvl~ BVn < ~o 
{Fe(~,,)(q . . . . .  c.. x~, . . . ,  x~,) I i<  ~}n 
&(Tt :  r,(c~ . . . . .  c~)) 
i5 a dense ,c, ubs,c~.: of S . (TU F~(cl . . . .  , c~)), where q, l~<j~ < m are distinct con- 
stants r~ot in L(T), F~ is an m-type, and Fw, o is an (m+pJ - type .  
If '3 i!5 a decidable model and a~, a2 are tuples of elements from Igf[, then a type 
that amalgamat, es the types realized by ti~, 8z, respectively, is the type realized by 
t~ 1/~' t~ 2. M,~reover, by expanding the language appropriately, 9.1 become a model 
9.1' t Gr tt, e :ompTete theory TU F (~) ,  where F is the type of T realized by ti~ in 91; 
the,refer,e, for each n <~o, the collection of n-types realized in 91' is dense in 
S.(TU I ' (~)) .  Frcm ~hese observations, together with the proof of Fact 6, it is 
routine to show that every decidable model has a E ° witness set with the effective 
amalgamation property. In fact, we have 
Theorem 7. Let T be a c,"mplete decidable theory and 9.I an homogeneous model of 
T realizing only recursive types of T. Then 91 is decidable iff 91 has a ~o witness et 
B with the effective amalgamation property; also, an index for the satisfaction 
predicate of ~ can be found uniformly effectively from a ~o index oJ" B and an index 
for the partial recursive function that establishes ~he effective amalgamation property. 
Proof. "only if" follows from the previous discussion, so we prove the other 
direction. The proof of Theorem 2 is adapted to suit the present hypotheses. To 
this end we introduce new markers Oi. The purpose of the Otis is to insure that no 
elements of the constructed model realize a type not realized in 91. I-'lj now has 
priority 3g(i, j), O~ has p~ori*y 5 i+2,  and ~i has priority 3 i+ i. 
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Construction 
All markers are initially undefined. 
Stage 0: Stage 0 of Theorem 2; also, for any marker undefined, dissolve all 
associations, 
Stage t = 6s: Stage 5s of Theorem 2; also, for any marker undefined, dissolve all 
associations. 
Stage t = 6s+ 1: Let X, ~-(Co = Co). If the marker with highest priority that is 
undefined is not a ~i, go on to the next stage. Otherwise, let []~ be the undefined 
marker with highest priority° Assume inductively that certain of the markers have 
various c~'s associated with them. Let k be the smallest integer such that no 
element of ~J occurs in X, or in "O~" or "O~" for any such marker defined. 
Assume inductively that 4,, is undefined iff m ~> 2g(i, ]), and suppose A2~t~,,_ 1 is 
an r-type. Using the effective amalgamation property of B find an (i + r)-type of T 
-1  containing Aag~,j)_ 1 and A~, and then define A2g~,j ) on it. Define E]I on c,~,k). 
Finally, associate with 42gt~,j) all the c~'s occurring in g,~,k) and also all the q's 
associated with A2gc~,j)_ a.Notice that X, must still be consistent with the tuple of 
associated q's realizing 42g~,~, because of the choice of c~t~,k) and the fact that 
42gt~,j)_~ c A2~,j ). Go on to the next stage. 
Stage t = 6s + 2: Let q~(t)---- (co = Co). If the marker with highest priority that is 
undefined is not a (>,, go on to the next stage. Otherwise let <>, be the undefined 
marker of highest priority. Carry the previous inductive assumptions. Let 
d~, dz . . . . .  d~ be exactly those c~ occurring in 6, not associated with 42,, where we 
allow repeats just when they occur in ~,,. From B find the first index for an r-type 
so that d l , . . . ,  d~ can realize that type consistently with X, and the appropriate 
indentifications (according to whether d~ = dj or not); call the type F. Such a 
search is effective and terminates because the types of T realized in ~ are dense in 
the stone space determined by all of the p-types of T, every type realized in ~ is 
recursive, and B is a ~o witness set for 9,I. Now use the effective amalgamation 
property of B to find an index for an (r + p)-type cc, ntaining F and A2,, where A2,~ 
is a p-type of T. Check to see if X, is consistent wi'th the tuple of d~'s and 
associated cj's realizing this type. If "yes", then define <), on the type with the 
index that has been found, associate d~, 1~<i~ r, with O,, and also associate all 
those q's associated with 42,, and go on to the next stage. If "no", discard F and 
search for the next smallest index of an r-type so that (d~, . . . ,  d,) can realize that 
type co~ sistently with X,. Then continue the instructions as before. We must show 
~hat he search terminates. Let X*(c, x~, . . . ,  x,) b~.- the formula obtained from X, 
by replacing each occurrence of "D~" by "x~", 1 <~i~ r, where "6" denotes the 
tuple of associated c~'s. The search terminates because of (iii) in the definition ot 
the effective amalgamation property, and the fact that X*(~,x~ . . . . .  x,) deter- 
mines a non-empty open neighborhood in S~(TD"42,~"(~)), Go on to the nexl 
stage. 
Stage 6s + 3: Let ~b~-~ (co = co). Now the undefined marker of highest priority is 
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an O~; ca'h :t O,,. Define O, on the q with least subscript such that c, is not 
associated with any marker and does not occur in )¢,~, or in E, or O~ for any 
such defined marker. Let ©,, which is now defined, be an r-type. Check to see if 
the fi~st s forra~das in the type that ~,  determines for -~ c  are in the type ~hat <>~ 
determines for -2 c~. If not, then go on to the next stage, after letting A2,+~ be 
defined on the ~;arne type as <),, and also letting it have the same q's  associated. 
So assume yes. Le~ the projection of ~ ,  onto the type that it determines for e~ be 
in the variebles ~,  aed the projection onto the type it determines for c~-2 be in the 
variables :~:_,. Search for an (r ~ l)-type X such that ~ contains the first s formulas 
of ~,,, and such that the fi~'st s formulas in the type that ~ determines on the 
variables ~a ~' x~ ar:~ conta:~ned in the type that ~ determines on the variables x2. 
Such a search is ef ~,ctive and terminates because of the remarks made in the last 
stage along with the observation that 92 is assumed to be homogeneous. Define 
A2,+~ on the first such type that is found. Associate "O, "  and all the q's 
associated with ~,  with A2,,.~. Go on to the next stage. 
Stage 6s+4:  Stage 5s+3 c,f Theorem 2. 
Stage 6:~+5: Stage 5s+4 of Theorem 2, with the additional instructions to 
dissolve all ass~:,~ciations for a~y markers that are undefined. 
Again we' cla2rn ,hat the markers ettle down. If we assume inductively that all 
markers o! higher priority have settled down, then I~g-~(,) (respectively A2~) can 
never agai~ be undefined because of Fact 5. The same remark appI~es to ©,. So 
make the :.;ame inductive assumption for A2~+ ~. If ~ and ~'~ do not realize the 
-~ witnessing same type then eventually a formula appears in the type realized by c  
this difference; after that, A2,+~ is assigned the same type that O,  is defined on 
and so alsc~ is subsequently never undefined. If c,, -~and c,,-2 do realize the same type, 
then becal~se ~ is homogeneous, there is a type, like the one searched for at 
stages 6s + 2, that ,:ontains all of ~.  When A2,+~ is eventually defined on such a 
type (and i~ m'~s~ be, by the same argument as in Theorem 2) it is never undefined 
again. Thu:~ tl~e m,Mel is homogeneous and realizes all the types realized in 92. 
The reason or fly ~u.:h types are realized is that every tuple of q's is contained in ~, 
for some n < ~, arid ~,,~ settli~qg down insures that ~, realizes a type realized in 
92. 
Corollary 2. I f  a rounta~Ie homogeneous model realizing only recursive types has a 
witness set, t~en the model is decidable in 0'. 
Proof. From the proof of the theorem it is evident hat a countable homogeneous 
model 9.1 with a E ° witness set is decidable in the degree of any "amalgamation" 
function for that witness set. So let A be a Eo witness set for 92. It is obviou~ that 
we may as:~ume without loss that each type realized in 92 has an infinit,~ number of 
indicies in A. Let h : Z --> A ,  g : Z --~ A × A be 1 - 1, onto rec~r.~v~ func:ions. We 
define inductively an amalgamation function f: 
Stage 2n: Let g(n)= (r, s). If f(r, s) has been defined at a previous tage, go on 
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to the next stage. If not, find the least m such that 
r , (x l  . . . .  , x j , )u  r~(x j ,+ l  . . . . .  xj.+~,)~- r~o.~(x , ,  . . . , xj.+j,), 
and Fh~,,~ is an (jr+js)-type. Such an m exists because A is a witness set for a 
model. Define 
f(r, s) = h(m), 
Go on to the next stage. 
Stage 2n + 1: Again, let g(n)= (r, s). If F, = F~, or 
FAx . . . . ,  x i , )¢  r~(x~ . . . . .  x,,), 
go on to the next stage. Otherwise search for the least m such that 
(r, h(m)) ~ g(i), i <~ n, and 
r , (x~,  . . . , x,,) u r,~m~(x~,+ ~ . . . . .  x , )c  r~(x~ . . . . .  xO,  
where Fht,,) is a ( i~-/ ,) -type. Again such an m exists because A is a witness set 
for a model. Define 
f(r, h(m)) = s. 
Go on to the next stage. 
For all (r, s) ~ A × A, f(r, s) is defined. 
If F~, Fz, and ~£ are m, n, and (m + n)-types, respectively, with representatives 
r, s and t from A, then 
iff 
(*) Vi{[(tL~(i) = 0) v (tt~(i) = 0)] ~ [~T(i) = 0]}. 
Since (*) is a II ° predicate (in terms of r, s, and t), it is easy to see that f is 
recursive in 0'. After relativizing the notion of effective amalgamation property, 
we see that A and f satisfy 
(i) immediately, 
(ii) because of the even stages in the definition, and 
(iii) because of the odd. 
Therefore, by the opening remark, ~X is recursively presentable in O'. 
We now investigate another condition sufficient to insure that a countable 
homogeneous model realizing only recursive types is decftdable. Let T be .'~ 
complete decidable theory and let 2l be an arbitrary recursivelv presentable model 
of T. By the discussion after Corollary 1, there is a A ° withes,; set C for the set o~ 
recursive types of T. Let A be a 2°a witness set for 2~. Then a witness set for the 
set of recursive types omitted from 9~ is 
D=-{n ln~C and Vm[m~A---~Br[ix,(r)¢lx,,(r)]]}. 
Because C ~s A ° and A is ~o, it is clear that D is A °. So we conclude that for any 
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complete decidable tt~eory T and decidable model ~ of T, thele is a A ° witness set 
for the set of reeursive types omitted from 21. As the next theorem shows, 
adequate irrtprove.ment in the recursive complexity of such a w~tness et provides 
a new s~fftcient conditio~ for the decidability of the associated countable 
homogeneous mode.  
Theorem 8. Let T be a complete decidable theory and 9.1 an homogeneous model of 
T realizbLg only mcursive types. If the set of types of T realized in 21 and the set of 
recursive types of " not ,,e,~lized in 21 both have Y~ witness ets, then 21 is decidable; 
also, an ~ndex j;,~r the satisfaction predicate of 21 can be obtained uniformly 
effectively from the index for T and ~,°-indices for the witness ets. 
ProoL By Lemn~a 3, we can as,~ume without loss that the types realized in ~ have 
a Eo witr~ess e¢~ let us call such a set A. Let B be a witness set for the set of 
recursive types of T that are omitted from ~'., ,-nd S(x, y, n) a recurs.;ve predicate 
such that: 
t~, ~ B iff 3xVyS(x, y, n). 
We adapt the proa, f of Theorem 2 to the prese~t circumstances. A sufficient 
changz is to add ar~ extra step in the construction and to modify the arguments 
sligl',tly, i_et {~h]n <~o} he an effective list of all partial recursive functions 
/s .Z--~ 2; and let (n)~ =p~, if n = 2~,3P:5 p~ . . . .  
Stages ¢ = 6: + 1, ,i < 5: Stages t = 5s + 1 of Theorem 2, respectively, except that, 
in the just:ificzfions, 21's being an homogeneous model of 7[' is used instead of 
Lemmas 1 and 2, 
The pu,~-:,¢)e of the next step is to insure that no tuple of q's r,.~alizes a type of "l- 
represente.~d h~ B Let {0, ] n(~o} be an effective enumeration of all formulas in 
L(T) (the crigina~ language). 
Stage t -- 6s + 5:: Sim~qtaneously begin: 
(i) enumeratiT~g :~)-{y ] -, S((s)2, y, (s)3)}; 
(ii) calculating {~( j )  ]j < to}; and 
(iii) checking the require~'nents for all defined markers, for increasing v and with 
p.=t.  
During the remainder of this stage, if a failure is discovered in (iii), the 
appropriate markers are undefined (as in stage 6s). Also, if an element is listed in 
D, then let qJ, ~ (Co = co), and go on to the next stage. Similarly, if/z~)~(k), k < to, 
converges and is equal lo O, and 0~ contains a free occurrence of "x~" for any 
,! > f2((s)t), then let ~b, ---- (co = co), and go on to the next stage. Until such time we 
search for the first m such that: 
(a) ~(~)~(m) converges; and 
(b) q~, A _a ~. ,  (,,~)(gls~,) is consistent with 
,r--v.7-~..: A,O,p,, , A,~, ( '0 (2 -1 ) '  ) g '(o)~o Og-,(l) • • " Ug-,(,:,/2) or realizing At, 
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where r is the largest integer such that Ar is defined at that time. If such a ,;earch 
succeeds, then let qJt -=t~"t"  ~ (-,)t~ x. and go on to the next stage. We claim that t~ '~m'3  ~,t.(s)l], 
either an element is listed in D or that one of two searches ucceed. Therefore 
assume that D is empty. By the arguments in Lemma 3, (s)3 belo~gs to B and so 
t~(~)~ is the characteristic function of a type omitted from 9d. Conseq=ently if (s)3 
represents an /-type, i>f2((s)l), then for any j, i>~j>f2((s)~), tx~),((x i = x~))= 0. 
So assume that (s)3 represents an /-type, i<~f2((s)O. 
If at some point all the A~'s are undefined, then the seazch for "m"  must 
succeed, :ince the type represented by (s)3 is non-principal (it represents a type 
omitted from 9~). On the other hand, if A, is the marker with la;gest index that 
remains defined throughout he search, then again the searcl-~ must succeed, 
because ~, is defined on a type that is realized in 9.l. The entire procedure is 
effective since S and all the types realized in ~ are recursive. 
We claim first that no tuple of c~'s realizes a type that is omitted from 9/. Since 
every such tuple is 6~, for some n, let n be arbitrary. Let m be the index from B 
for an arbitrarily chosen f~(n)-type omitted from 9/. Therefore 3x YyS(x, y, re ) -  
let x0 be such an x. Because {y'[ ~S(x0,y, m)} is empty, the possibility of ~: 
realizing the type represented by m is eliminated at stage 6(2"3~o5 ~) + 5. Now the 
proof that all the markers ettle down is the same as in Theorem 2, except, again, 
using the fact that ~l is a homogeneous model of T rather than Lemmas 1 and 2. 
So the model we have specified is homogeneous and realizes exactly the types that 
9.1 realizes. Therefore 9.1 is decidable by the well known result that if two 
homogeneous models of the same theory realize the same types, then they are 
isomorphic. 
Corollary 3, Each Y~ ° set of non-principal, recursive types of a complete decidable 
theory is omitted from some decidable model of that theory. 
Proo|, We just delete steps 6s, 6s+1,  and 6s+2,  s>0,  in the proof of the 
theorem, and ignore all markers and requirements. By the discussion just prior to 
Theorem 6, every decidable: model of a complete decidable theory has a A~ 
witness set for the set of r,~cursive types omitted from the model. Is there a 
countable model of a compJete decidable theory such theft the set of recursive 
types omitted from the model does not have a Z~ witness set? Since there is a 
complete decidable theory with a prime model that is not recursively presentable, 
the corollary provides an immediate "yes" as the answer to the question. 
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